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818 - ADVANCES IN TURFGRASS PATHOLOGY
by Jayne and Larsen
Leading U.S. turf pathologists report on turfgrass diseases, pythium blight, snow molds, fairy rings, leaf spot of Kentucky bluegrass in Minnesota, initial and field fungicide screening, turfgrass disease resistance, etc. Contains new ideas on how to combat turfgrass problems. $27.95

229 - CONTROLLING TURFGRASS PESTS
by Shurtleff, Fermanian, Randell
New comprehensive guide provides the most up-to-date information available on the identification, biology, control and management of every type of turfgrass pest. $48.95

238 - LAWNS-Third Edition
by Dr. Jonas Vergens and Dr. William A. Torello
Described as a textbook or a practical usage manual, this book has been completely brought up-to-date. Care of lawns and turfgrass, from selection of varieties to maintenance of established grass is completely covered. $27.95

620 - TURF MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
by Howard Sprague
Practical guide to turf care under both healthy and poor turf conditions. Chapters cover turf in cooler and warmer regions, fertilizer use, regular turf care, weed and disease control and special turf problems. Useful seasonal schedules for management of turf areas. $26.00

225 - TURFGRASS MANAGEMENT
by J.A. Turgeon
Revised edition. Covers the latest developments in turfgrass science and technology. Heavily illustrated with dozens of new drawings. Provides specific recommendations for applying the newest pesticides, fertilizers and other materials to combat turfgrass problems. A valuable reference for diagnosing problems and determining their causes. $64.95

110 - TURF MANAGERS’ HANDBOOK-Second Edition
by Daniel and Freeborg
A practical guide for the turf practitioner. Chapters on grasses, growth regulators and diseases have had extensive modification. Innovations resulting from research and practice have been added to reflect the current research complied from more than 12,000 sources. $54.95

375 - RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPES
by Gregory M. Pancali
An excellent reference for individuals involved in the design and development of plantings and constructed residential sites. Illustrations and actual residential case study examples are used to communicate graphic, planning and design concepts which are the focus of this text. $55.95

370 - LANDSCAPE OPERATIONS: MANAGEMENT & MATERIALS
by Leroy Hannebaum
An in-depth examination that combines technical training in landscape science with methods of accounting, business management, marketing, and sales. Presents effective methods for performing lawn installations, landscape planting and maintenance. Step-by-step accounting calculations are explained in simple terms. $54.95

305 - LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
by James R. Feucht and Jack D. Butler
An annotated black & white photographic guide to the design qualities of ornamental plants and their aesthetic and functional use in landscape designing. Over 600 trees, shrubs, vines, ground covers and turfgrasses are described in non-technical language. Over 1900 photographs. Provides a basis for selecting the best plant materials for any particular use in landscape design. Contains detailed indexes that provide quick reference to particular design qualities and growing conditions. $58.95

300 - LANDSCAPE DESIGN: A PRACTICAL APPROACH
by Leroy Hannebaum
Geared for the commercial designer/landscape architect, this is a one-stop guide to the landscape design process. Covers the entire highly competitive field including design analysis techniques, centers on land forms, specialized business landscaping methods, environmental design guidelines, specifications, estimations, bids. $44.95

320 - LANDSCAPE REJUVENATION
by Bonnie Lee Appleton
Explains how to rejuvenate a landscape renovation. Included is information on how to make an appraisal of the landscape, how to determine landscape needs, maintenance considerations, how to execute a landscape renovation. $15.95

305 - LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
by James R. Feucht and Jack D. Butler
Planting and Maintenance of Trees, Shrubs, and Turfgrasses. Describes the basic principles of cultural management of installed landscapes. The important factors of plant growth, soils and fertilizers, improved planting techniques and new pruning techniques, integrated pest and disease management, and spray-equipment calibration and care are all featured. $39.95

235 - LAWN CARE: A HANDBOOK FOR PROFESSIONALS
by H. Decker, J. Decker
Written by turfgrass professionals, this handy guide will be invaluable for playing field managers, golf course managers, or any lawn care practitioner. Covers all aspects of turfgrass management. $48.95

640 - TURF IRRIGATION MANUAL
by James Watkins
A guidebook for engineers, architects, designers and contractors. Keeps pace with the latest developments in turf and landscape irrigation. Specific chapters devoted to rotary sprinkler design systems. Golf course design systems and expanded engineering and reference material. $29.90

615 - TURF MANAGEMENT FOR GOLF COURSES
by James Beard
Written by an eminent turfgrass researcher, this USGA sponsored text is an excellent reference and "how to" guide. Details all phases of golf course design and construction, turf management, course administration, irrigation, equipment and disease and pest control. Fully illustrated. $68.00

365 - LANDSCAPE PLANTS IN DESIGN
by Edward C. Martin
An annotated black & white photographic guide to the design qualities of ornamental plants and their aesthetic and functional use in landscape designing. Over 600 trees, shrubs, vines, ground covers and turfgrasses are described in non-technical language. Over 1900 photographs. Provides a basis for selecting the best plant materials for any particular use in landscape design. Contains detailed indexes that provide quick reference to particular design qualities and growing conditions. $58.95

365 - LANDSCAPE PLANTS IN DESIGN
by James R. Feucht and Jack D. Butler
Planting and Maintenance of Trees, Shrubs, and Turfgrasses. Describes the basic principles of cultural management of installed landscapes. The important factors of plant growth, soils and fertilizers, improved planting techniques and new pruning techniques, integrated pest and disease management, and spray-equipment calibration and care are all featured. $39.95

320 - TURF MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
by Howard Sprague
Practical guide to turf care under both healthy and poor turf conditions. Chapters cover turf in cooler and warmer regions, fertilizer use, regular turf care, weed and disease control and special turf problems. Useful seasonal schedules for management of turf areas. $26.00

630 - TURFGRASS: SCIENCE AND CULTURE
by James Beard
Comprehensive basic text and reference source used in many leading university turf programs. Includes findings of current research compiled from more than 12,000 sources. $54.95
418 - DISEASES & PESTS OF ORNAMENTAL PLANTS
by Pascal Prone
This standard reference discusses diagnosis and treatment of disease and pest problems on nearly 500 species of ornamental plants grown outdoors, under glass or in greenhouses. A key to important explanations of when and how to use the most effective fungicides, insecticides and other control methods. $39.95

430 - DISEASES OF TREES AND SHRUBS
By Wayne Sinclair, Howard Lyon and Warren Johnson
A comprehensive pictorial survey of the diseases of, as well as the environmental damage to, forest and shade trees and woody ornamental plants in the United States and Canada. Reflects the most important developments in fungal biology and taxonomy, plant pathogenesis, weather and environmentally induced stress in plants. Summarizes information about newly discovered diseases and provides up-to-date accounts of old ones. $52.50

890 - THE GOLF COURSE
by Conner and Whitten
The first book ever to give the art of golf course design its due, and golf course architects the credit and recognition they deserve. 330 pages and 150 color and black and white photographs. Traces the history and evolution of the golf course, analyzes the great courses, shows how they were designed and constructed. $35.00

420 - HERBICIDE INJURY TO TREES AND SHRUBS
By Jeffrey F. Derr and Bonnie Lee Appletor
Describes how to diagnose herbicide damage to nursery crops and landscape ornamentals. Injury symptoms resulting from the herbicides used today are described and compared to other plant disorders to assist in diagnosing plant problems. Tables list common names, trade names, major uses and injury symptoms for the herbicides currently used in agronomic, horticultural, landscape and noncrop areas. $24.95

510 - HORTUS THIRD
from Cornell University
A 1,300 page concise dictionary of plants cultivated in the United States and Canada. A reference which every horticulturist professional should have. $135.00

515 - INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO PLANT DISEASE CONTROL
by Ilian Chef
Brings together alternative approaches and methods that have potential to control diseases caused by fungi, bacteria and viruses. Major concepts of disease control discussed include biological control systems, their possible mechanisms, potential application and genetic improvement. $54.95

685 - ARBOCULTURE: THE CARE OF TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES IN THE LANDSCAPE
by Richard W. Harris
Provides comprehensive coverage of complete planting, site analysis, preparation and special planting methods, fully detailed coverage of fertilization, irrigation and pruning guidelines on preventative maintenance, repair and chemical control, how to diagnose plant problems, practical data on non-infectious disorders, diseases, insects and related pests and pest management. $63.00

450 - HANDBOOK OF PLANTS WITH PEST CONTROL PROPERTIES
by Michael Grange and Saleem Ahmed
Provides information on approximately 2,400 plant species having pest-control properties in addition to the plant's specific common and scientific names, major uses and injury symptoms for the herbicides currently used in agronomic, horticultural, landscape and noncrop areas. $49.95

690 - INSECTS THAT FEED ON TREES AND SHRUBS
by Johnson and Lyon
Essential information for identifying more than 650 insect pests and the injuries they cause. More than 200 color illustrations. $49.95

500 - THE 1990 PESTICIDE DIRECTORY
by Lori Thomson Harvey and W.T. Thomson
A guide to Producers and Products, Regulations, Researchers and Associations in the United States. For the person who needs to know anything in the United States pesticide industry. $75.00
Available in March 1990
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